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Local Foods

Over the past 20 years, more and more individuals have been buying locally
produced food because it is better for both people’s health and the environment.
Seeing these benefits, some retirement homes in the United States have switched
from packaged food made in large factories to homemade dishes made with local
ingredients. They were surprised to find that this change (  21  ) as well. They found
that by preparing meals at the retirement home, they were able to reduce the
overall amount of money spent on food.

Two of the major costs of food production are packaging and transportation.
When people buy from local farmers, the farmers can spend much less money on
both. (  22  ), the farmers lower the price of their products. As a result, the
retirement homes can save money while the local farmers are able to make a larger
profit, allowing more money to remain in the area. Thus, the local economy also
improves.

FutureCare Cherrywood is one retirement home which has started using
locally produced food. Sandy Stallings, the food service director, says that one of the
most important results is how residents now feel about their food. They are more
satisfied with their food and happier in general. Of course the improved taste of the
food is important, but Stallings believes that getting residents (  23  ) has also led to
this change. Residents help to decide which foods will be served and even grow some
vegetables themselves.  By buying locally, a number of problems can be solved at
once.

21. a. had economic advantages b. caused medical problems
c. reduced environmental damage d. decreased the availability of food

22. a. Like before b. In turn
c. At least d. For once

23. a. involved in choosing b. interested in exercise
c. to eat vegetables d. to use fewer services
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